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About the Booklet

This book contains sessions and activities from soccer coaches and trainers from 
across the world.  It is the fifth edition of the book.  Previous compilations were put 
together in December 2013, April 2014, October/November 2014, and Winter 2015.  
The intent is to compile sessions and activities for coaches to share, adapt, and 
implement.

I encourage you to follow all of these contributors as they all add value to the game.  
Thank you to all of these coaches for allowing us to share their sessions and activities.

This book is for coaches of all ages, genders, levels, etc. Be sure to adapt where you 
see fit for the needs of your players.

Thank you to everyone who has encouraged me to continue developing as a coach.  
Shout out to our club, Cincinnati United Soccer Club/CUP (@cincyunited), and all of our 
players, trainers, coaches, directors, parents, referees, and volunteers.

As always, special thank you to my family and friends for always inspiring me.

All the best,

- Bobby Puppione 
Twitter: @bobbypup
Email: bobbypuppione@yahoo.com
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Kentucky Youth Soccer Association 
Coach Education Lesson Plan 

Adrian Parrish: Technical Director 
Topic : Improve the teams ability to create and score from central positions 
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Training Objectives:   
Who? Primary Player ‐ #9, #10, #7 & #11 Secondary Players ‐ #8 & #6 
When? The team is counter attacking after winning possession of the ball and the opponents are out of position 
Where? Primarily in the attacking third but build up play could occur in the middle third 
What? Improve our ability to create & finish goal scoring opportunities centrally through combination play, timing of the runs, good 
weight on the final penetrating pass and finishing/ shooting  past the keeper 
Why? To create more opportunities and finish them with a goal  

Duration:  15 Min    Activity Intensity: Low 
Repetitions: 40  Activity Time: 15 secs   Recovery : 10 secs 

Organization 
Mannequins are set up with 3 Defs & 1 Mid 20/30 yards away from 
the goal. Place the #7, #9, #11 & #10 in starting positions and show 
passing patterns to create & finish. Start by playing into the keepers 
hand to warm them up too, progress to shooting/finishing. 
 
Coaching Points 
Timing of the movement, passing accuracy and weight, positive 
touches, opening up of the hips, technique of finishing by placing it 
into the goal, or striking the ball with the laces 
 

Duration:  18 Min    Activity Intensity: High 
Repetitions: 3  Activity Time: 3 min   Recovery : 1 min 

Organization 
40 x 50 yards including a 5 yard zone. 6 Attackers v 7 Defenders. #6 
(Attacking team) starts in the zone with the #8 & #10 defensive 
team. #6 play the ball in and joins the attack. #8 on defensive team 
can track back. Triangles score in the big goal (18 yard box is offside 
line), Circles score by playing into the #10 in the target zone who 
bounces it back for the player to then dribble into that zone 
 
Coaching Points 
Supporting angles, speed and distance of the angles to support the 
player on the ball. Pull off the defenders shoulder to create space 
and passing lanes (Mobility) Weight and timing of the pass to 
penetrate or dribble. Finish by placing ball into the goal. 
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To learn more about the periodization for the activities in the lesson plans go to www.fitfor90.com  

For a guide on the US Soccer Systems Of Play & Position Numbers click here 

Duration:  18 Min    Activity Intensity: High 
Repetitions: 3  Activity Time: 3 min   Recovery : 1 min 

Organization 
7 Attackers vs. 8 Defenders in  by 46 x 60 yard grid. Arc the sidelines 
to remove where the outsides back may be. Offside line is placed 
about 30 yards out from the big goal. Attackers score in the big 
goal, circles score by playing into their #9 who stays on the half‐way 
line and he bounces it back for the receiving player to pass into one 
of the counter goals 
 
Coaching Points 
Find the deepest player #9, supporting movement from the #8 & 
#10 underneath. #7 & #11 stay wide as possible for balls to be 
slipped in‐between the passing lanes for them to exploit. #6 
dictates the tempo of the game. 

Duration:  22 Min    Activity Intensity: Low 
Repetitions: 2  Activity Time: 10 min   Recovery : 2 min 

Organization 
9v9. Playing a 1‐2‐3‐3 formation versus a 1‐4‐3‐1 formation. FIFA 
rules applied including offside and corners 

 
Coaching Points 
Help the key players conceptualize their roles within the team to 
create and finish goals from central areas. 
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 Interactive Session Plan

1.

Session 20 Train to Train U13-16 90 Min

Rahim Mohamed

10 Mins
Dribbling, Passing, Receiving, 

2v1 Gauntlet

Players dribble through all three 
defenders for a point. If defender win the 
ball or knocks it out of bounds, attacker 
takes their place.

First to 6 points wins. 

15 Mins
Small Sided Game

Through the Thirds - Movement to 
support forward passes

Teams set up in 3-2-2

Defenders must by pass the midfield and 
play into the forwards who can either set/
bounce for a midfielder or combine with 
other forward, or hold up and wait for 
support from a midfielder to join the attack 
in the attacking third.

Small Sided Game

Progress:

Teams can now play through the middle 
third, but 2 supporting options have to be 
given at anytime when ball goes into the 
final third:
(1) short supporting option in middle third 
(2) run being made into the final third. 

Progress:
Defending team midfielders can now track 
runs from attacking team.

Finishing

2 Teams

Must make 3 passes before playing past 
the offside line and out of the box to a 
player making a run who must finish 
within two touches. 

Works on the killer pass, and attacking 
runs 



Session Part 5

Theme:
Notes

Session Part 6

Theme:
Notes
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   Session Learning Outcomes

Technical Tactical

Physical Psychological / 
Social
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10 Mins
Passing

Hiddink Passing

(1) Start with one bounce in the middle. 
Players play across, then into the bouncer 
who sets for players making the runs on 
either side and they play to lines. 

Play always begins with a pass across to 
teammate. Everything is one touch.

(2) 2 Bouncers - Play into first one, then 
second one and then out to lines. 

25 Mins
Game

Set teams up 3-2-2

2x10 Min Games













5v5+1 to Goal 

This is an exercise that combines elements of possession with penetration and finishing. 

   

Grid: Width of penalty area, length just into center circle (adjust to suit). Divide the grid into 4 zones roughly as shown (Zones 3 and 4 split the penalty area in 

equal parts, Zone 2 is approximately 50% larger, and Zone 1 takes up the remaining space.)  Use a keeper if you have one, otherwise mark off corners of goal 

with cones. 

Zone 4 is a no-go zone. 



Action: In Zone 1, Blues possess 5v4 (adjust to suit abilities or outcome) against Red. In Zone 3, a lone Red marks a lone Blue point forward. Blues attempt to 
complete 3/5 passes. When this happens, the Blue point forward checks into Zone 2 and his teammates attempt to play into him. Initially, his Red defender 

cannot follow him into Zone 2. 

Upon receiving a pass, the Blue point forward turns and attacks his Red defender 1v1 to goal. If Red defender wins the ball, play is dead and restarts in Zone 1.  

Finishing attempt must come from Zone 3, Blue attacker cannot enter Zone 4.  Try to finish far post, on the ground. 

At any point, if defenders win the ball, play is dead and restarts in Zone 1. Make sure roles are switched every few repetitions. 

Progression 1: Play begins as before, but now Blue point forward must remain in Zone 3 when receiving a pass. While pass is being made, a Blue from Zone 1 
moves into Zone 2 and receives a layoff and attempts to finish from distance.  Finish from this zone does not need to be far post on the ground. 

Progression 2: Red defender can follow Blue point forward into Zone 2, but under this progression a Blue teammate (not the passer) from Zone 1 can enter 
Zone 2 and create a 2v1 than proceeds into Zone 3 for a finish. 

Progression 3: Rather than pass into the Blue point forward from Zone 1, a Blue player is freed up to dribble from Zone 1 into Zone 2 and create a 2v1 with the 

Blue point forward that progresses into Zone 3 for a finish. Attacker that comes from Zone 1 does NOT need to pass to point forward, and therefore can 
proceed all the way to Zone 3 on their own. Let the situation dictate. Be creative with your restrictions/allowances on the movement of the Blue point forward 

(eg, they CAN drop into Zone 2 when their teammate enters, or they CANNOT do so and must remain in Zone 3.) 

Progression 4: Eliminate pass requirements and allow action to proceed to penetration phase (under any prior progression) as soon as it’s “on”. 

NOTE: If possession in Zone 1 is not consistent, adjust your numbers (add a second Joker, or remove a player from each team and add a second Joker, etc..) 

Coaching Points: 

x Awareness, open body shape, receive across body during possession phase 

x Smart and purposeful movement by attackers with and without the ball, take advantage of any numerical advantage and get defender(s) to commit.  

x Good decision making: use 1v1 skill (or the threat of it) to manipulate defenders when action condenses down to 1v1 or 2v1 

x Attacker: dribble with the foot farthest away from the defender 

x Awareness: attacking players who are invoked during penetration phase must be ready (both the point forward and the attacker that joins him)!  

x Appropriate defensive mentality and movement, awareness and commitment to defending in possession phase. Deny the penetration. 

x Lone defender must make the right defending decisions when play moves into penetration phase. Deny pass or hold ground from behind? How best 
to defend in a 2v1? 

x Don’t “shoot”—Finish!! 
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 Interactive Session Plan  ™

Coach

Theme

Time available

            © Copyright www.academysoccercoach.co.uk 2012 

NOTES

Session date Team/Age GroupGavin MacLeod

Pressing from the front in a 1-4-3-3

80 mins

Print SessionPrint Session

 Warm-up Activity 
Cones 12 yards apart. 1 ball. 
 If player opposite you receives the ball you must go to press. Mandatory two touch. 
Progress: 
- Pass Right / Move Left then switch after determined period of time 
- Player can pass to either side, but must still run opposite direction. Presser runs straight (1) 
- Presser takes an angle to force play one side. Player must pass to open side and run opposite 
 
Look for the touch to be a quality one and the pass to be played at a good pace 
Emphasise concentration, communication and reading the angled press (2) to see where the ball 
will be played. Can pressers jump the play and win the ball before it is passed. 

 8v6 press to transition 
2 teams of 8 players inside a 70x44 area 
 
8 players must retain possession against 6 defenders. 'x' passes is a goal. 
Defenders must work together to compress the space around the ball and win it back.  
If the defenders win it, they play it to one of two teammates in their half of the field and join them 
in that half. Dispossessed team send 6 players to go and press to win the ball back.  
Try and press in a 3-3 shape, and in units, as opposed to individually. Set trap/force play into 
teammates. 
Progress 
- Bring in goals 10 yards behind playing area with GKs. If pressing team wins the ball they can go 
straight to goal

3v2 (+2) to small goals 
2 teams of 5 players inside a 40x44 area 
 
Ball is played in to the two defenders in a half. They try to play out to their 3 attackers (2 of whom 
can creep 2 yards inside the defenders half but must stay as wide as possible. 
3 attackers try to force play to one side and cut off all passing outlets for the defenders while 
pressing to win the ball.  
If attackers win the ball they go to either of the small goals. 
If defenders play in to their attackers, who play 3v2 in the other half of the field.  
 
NB: Place a box (3x2) in front of the small goals to prevent defenders just standing in front of them

 Pressing in the opposition's half 
2 teams of 7 (positions specific as shown) Def vs Att inside an 62x60 area. 
3 gates (1 central on top of 18, 1 high-wide, 1 high-central) 
 
Attacking players' team try to force the play one side and keep it there. If they win the ball they 
can immediately go to goal. 
 
Defending players' team play out from the back and look to score by dribbling or passing to a 
teammate through one of 3 poled gates inside the area.  
 
Place a massive emphasis on the communication within the team of attackers so they can press as 
a unit.

Sept 2015 U16s
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WARM-UP
Organization Key Coaching Points

ACTIVITY 1
Organization Key Coaching Points

ACTIVITY 2
Organization Key Coaching Points

GAME
Organization Key Coaching Points

Topic

 © Copyright NSCAA 2012 

Session date

Technical / Tactical

Tactical / Technical

BARKER @barkernscaa 75

Print SessionPrint Session

Six players warm up two keepers. Balls are played at 
keepers who collect the ball and return to the player. 
Player controls the ball and dribbles to the other end. 
 
Remaining ten players play 4 vs. 4 + 2

Pass ball in on ground 
Strike ball with laces to the chest 
Chip ball to the hands 
 
Pass and move to keep possession and maintain the 
large space.  
Defending four attempt to defend collectively.

4 vs. 4 to goal with "boppers" 
Either team of 4 may play to their own outside 
players"/"boppers" to build an attack (progress to 
limit "bopper" touches). 
"Make it take it". If a team scores their keeper 
restarts. 
Play 2 minute games.

Elect to pass the ball to "boppers" ahead or to 
the side. 
Be aware of a the 8 vs. 4 overload 
"Boppers" should position themselves and shape 
their body to receive and play one touch passes 
Be sure to play and then move off the ball to get 
it back or support

Two defenders and one striker all time at each goal. 
Flank players on deck. 
2 vs. 2 plus 2 neutrals in the center space. 
After a number of passes in the center space the ball 
is played wide and the flank players attack with a 3 
vs. 2 overload to goal. 
After a goal or a defensive win restart in the center 
space.

Principles of attack in the center space before 
seeking to play an expansive wide ball. 
Flank players to drive toward goal and take 
advantage of the 3 vs. 2 overload. 
Striker should 1. be available, 2. clear space. 
Flank player without the ball should try to be 
available to combine or to maintain width and 
stretch opponent.

Keepers begin activity with service to flank players. 
Flank players drive forward into a 3 vs. 1 and in 
doing so create a 3 vs. 3. 
After a goal the opposing GK starts play the other 
way. A defensive win must played out to flank 
players to go the other way.

Decision making of the player on the ball based 
on the disposition of the opponents and team 
mates. 
1. Play wide to flank team mate 
2. Find entry pass to striker checking to 
3. Go to goal on the dribble or shot 
Movement to the ball and away from the ball 
should be made to shift opposing defenders. 
 
Finish with unconditioned 9vs. 9 with suggested 
formations e.g. 1-2-4-2 vs. 1-3-4-1

Full squad defending and attacking activities

1 Jan 2015



Positional Game - Breaking Down Deep Block
Playing area is half pitch with full markings. 

Additional central playing zone is marked as shown. 
Players are organised as shown - 2 teams/colours  

Positional Game which commences with attackers 
(Blue) DM. Blue team aim to build possession to 

score past defenders (Red). 

Defenders (Red) must stay within central playing 
zone. Attackers (Blue) are free to move anywhere 

inside playing area & R/LB cannot be tackled

Progressions

Introduce offside for attackers 

Defenders (Red) can move outside central playing 
zone to press attackers (Blue) full backs 

Full Backs in wide areas can move into central 
playing zone to provide extra attacking option 

Add an additional defender (Red) CM for added 
complexity for attackers (Blue)

Challenges - Problem Solving

Circulate the ball with speed, quality & variation to move 
opposition out of their defensive structure 

Positional Play: between opposition units & players to cause 
indecision & vertical passing opportunities 

Movement: intelligent movement, timed runs & passes around, 
through or over the press  

Identify triggers when/how to play forward? 
Type of final action; Pass, Cross, Shot?

LF

DM

RBLB

CBRB LB

GK

CM

CF RF

DM

CM

José Manuel Figueira 
Auckland City FC 

Head Coach Youth Academy 
@JoseCoaching







Name: Zac Crawford Team: Alabama Soccer Association

Date: 9/29/15 Topic: Improve team's ability to transition from defending 
to attacking in the middle to final third.

TRAINING OBJECTIVE(S): WHO: 10, 9, 11, 7 WHAT:Teach players to use full width and to play quickly to take advantage of 
counterattack and even numbers situations.  Improving crossing, timing and placement of interchanging runs to off balance 
the defense. WHEN:team recovers ball in middle third and has even or numbers up situations. WHERE: Middle to final 
third, particularly the right flank channel. HOW:Anticipating that we are going to win the ball back and using WIDTH and 
MOBILITY to open up and make COMPLEMENTING movements.

I. WARM-UP-4v4 3 zone 4 goal 

game
Intensity: LOW Activity Time: 2 min

Duration: 16 Intervals: 4 Recovery Time: 2 min

ORGANIZATION (Physical Environment / Equipment / Players)
Space is 25-30 yds wide by 40-45 yds long in middle third of field. Small goals on end line. Center zone is 20 
yards long.  4 blues ACM 10 and 3 forwards 11,9,7 vs. 4 red defenders, who may not leave their zone (2 in 
middle, 1 each in other zones).  Blues may go anywhere.  Play starts by feeding the ball into red team. Add 
dynamic stretches at recovery intervals & rotate in second group of 8 players.

COACHING POINTS / KEY CONCEPTS
1) strategy to steal the ball ( get numbers behind ball) 2) speed of thought (anticipate that we are about to win 
the ball) 3) action in possession (running with ball or quick penetrating passes-diagonal balls to cut out 
defenders) 4) support for the counter use mobility to make penetrating runs if space is available.  Players on 
the flank use the full WIDTH to create better SUPPORT. 

II. SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY- 
4v4 to 6 v5 Intensity:

MED Activity Time: 3:00 min

Duration: 20 Intervals: 4 Recovery Time: 2:00 min

ORGANIZATION (Physical Environment / Equipment / Players)
Field size is mid to final 1/3 approximately 65-70 yards long by 50 yards wide to expand to full 
width. Central zone is same as above. Start w 4 blue attackers (10,9,11,7) scoring on large goal vs 
4 red defenders (1,2,4,3) who score on 2 counter goals, or by passing to Coach.  Ball starts w GK 
hands and blues cannot defend until reds have entered the middle 1/3. During blue possession, 
only 1 red defender can enter the final 1/3 during 1st interval.  During 2nd interval, 2 red 
defenders may enter. Add blue #3 LB and #2 RB and red #5 LCB at 3rd interval.

COACHING POINTS / KEY CONCEPTS
Same as above #1-4. 5)-WF or wide players keep width. Player in possesion of ball must scan entire 
field.  Look for early penetrating passes (to combine with closest player: 1-2 combo with #9 to 
disguise the ball, overlap with wide player or diagonal ball behind backline to get behind defense.  
CPs-sustaining the momentum (MOBILITY-timing of runs- movements that complement others). 

III. EXPANDED ACTIVITY- 9v8 

to large goal w 2 counters Intensity: HIGH Activity Time: 8 min

Duration: 36 Intervals: 3 Recovery Time: 4 min

ORGANIZATION (Physical Environment / Equipment / Players)
Same as above except now add blue #5 & #8, and Red #7 & #11 to make game 9v8.  Ball starts with 
red team in possession from GK hands.  Blue may not enter the final 1/3 during this initial red 
build-up, and blue will maintain a lower line of confrontation to top of the center circle.  Need AR 
on final 1/3.  Scenerio- blue team is winning 1-0 with 8 minutes left to play in the game, & Red 
needs 2 goals to win.

COACHING POINTS / KEY CONCEPTS
Blue team will take a lower line of confrontation to encourage Red to send numbers 
forward to create space for counterattack.  Blue must have pressure on the ball and get 
numbers behind the ball, i.e. good cover positions that can quickly mobilize into 
supporting or penetrating runs based on the position of the defense.  Player on ball must 
quickly penetrate with a pass or use dribble/running with the ball to draw in defenders.  
6) strike on goal and security.  For instance, if the ball goes wide down the right flank, 
can the other attackers make interchanging runs that are well timed in the box to arrive 
late and finish early? 

IV. GAME- 9v9 to 11v11 Intensity: HIGH Activity Time: 13 min

Duration: 18 Intervals: 1 Recovery Time: 5 min

ORGANIZATION (Physical Environment / Equipment / Players)

9 v 9 (80X60) to 11 v 11 (full field).  Place ARsrs on each side line and have extra balls 
spread out around the field.  Coach is working with blue team.

COACHING POINTS / KEY CONCEPTS
Likely errors-  no strategy to win the ball back, once in possession-lack of width or 
mobility from supporting players, lack of anticipation from player in possession of ball, 
poor pace on passes.                                                                                        
Respons(es)-get numbers behind the ball defensively. In possession- fix team shape- 
Wing Forards must stay wide and #9 maintains DEPTH, be PROACTIVE & anticipate the 
next pass while scanning the field, and making proper runs that dictate the pass, and not 
vice-versa.
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Attacking Centrally from a 1-4-3-3

90 mins

Print SessionPrint Session

Inside Angle Shooting Warm-up 
Play begins with a 1-2 between end line player and wide player. End line player plays a diagonal 
pass to a target player. Target  player lays the ball off for a one-touch shot from a wide player from 
their side who has made an inside run. When the target player lays the ball off, the pattern begins 
from the opposite side. 
 
Coaching Points: 
Timing of run inside relevant to target player's touch and pass 
Shooter having awareness of GK positioning 
Shot selection 
Composure

 3v2 and 1v1 
Two central players pass a ball into the target striker and look to play 3v2 inside the funneled area 
to try and create a shot on goal. Defenders can only move after the initial entry pass to the striker 
has been played. When this sequence of play ends, 3 CMs play in combination before sending the 
ball wide to a winger who then plays 1v1 against the fullback. 
 
Coaching Points:  
Quick combination play from the 3 forwards (2 touch max) to play around/through the 2 
defenders and away from the anticipating GK.  
Movement off the ball 
Attacking the fullback aggressively when 1v1 out wide. 
Coach watches offside from outside the funneled area. 

 Quick Transition 3v2 
 
Two defenders work together. Defenders play a pass out (air or ground) to anyone of the three 
attacking players. As soon as the ball is passed the 2 defenders will look to step out to confront the 
3 attackers. Attackers must stay inside the funneled area. 
 
Coaching Points: 
Communication 
Angle of your runs 
Awareness of teammates 
Staying onside 
Speed of play 

  
Play 11 v11 on a full size field with the corners blocked off.
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Players need to communicate - Giving instruction after passing and asking for the ball

Keep shape big - always one player in the middle.  Player needs to sit behind the pressuring defenders and break pressure

Neutrals - 1 or 2 touch

Coaching Points / Notes:
Pass & support - Preferably providing 4 options for the player on the ball

When possession is lost, all 4 players must react to defend
When possession is won, quickly expand to gain big shape (width & depth) / Recognition of underloads & overloads

Make sure players are playing in their correct position

Can alternate shape of team & what positions neutrals are 
playing3. Play 7v4; 5 passes to exit the square & go to goal; 

Unlimited touch

Positional Game Tactical Extensive

Description: In this activity, the blue players are neutrals and set up by position (wide backs/forwards & center midfielder).  
The teams in white and yellow are a combination of center backs and attacking midfielders/forwards.  The three blues stay in 
position and are always neutral players, while the white and yellow players alternate from attacking to defending roles.  Once 
the team understands the activity, can add a restraining line and look to go to goal after certain number of passes or directly off 
playing into a target & go to goal.

9-10 Players
Offensive 

Organization

Type: Opposed

Do not pass, just to pass. Teach the player to draw the defender in to be able to pass around the player & exploit space

4v4+3 Barcelona Level / Age Group:   U8+

Principle / Sub-Principle:  Positional Play

1. Play 7v4; 5 passes = 1 pt for the attacking team; Unlimited 
touch Coach plays new ball into square when ball goes out of bounds

Focus: Proper receiving, body position & field awareness in functional shape                                                                                                                                           
Equipment: Balls, Cones

Time: 10-15 minutes
Space: 25 x 20 yds

Progressions Rules

4. Play 7v4; 5 passes to exit the square with 3rd man running 
and go to goal; Unlimited touch

2. Play 7v4; longest streak or most 1 touch passes = 1 pt for 
attacking team; Unlimited touch 
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DEFENCE: TACTICAL

50yds

30yds

Your team is 1-0 up in the cup but your opponents have a two-man advantage. A game 
to teach each team the importance of setting out the tactics to pull off a cup shocker!

One-Nil Up, Two Men Down 

Here the five-man 
defending team 

squeeze play in their 
own half and keep 

the attackers at bay

One team must defend 
a 1-0 lead with two less 
players. The other team 
must try to equalise. Give 
teams time to come up 
with tactics

Help them out by 
explaining to each 

team separately what 
their options are

Now with a chance 
to counterattack, 
the five-man team 
break forward to 
extend their lead

The seven-man team left 
themselves wide open. 

Repeat the scenario and 
see if they do the same 

thing again.

WHY USE IT
This is a great scenario to 
challenge your players. 
One team is 1-0 up but 
loses a man and the 
other team is 1-0 down 
and you’ve given them 
the extra man, so they 
have a two-man overload. 
How will the two teams 
react to the situation?

SET UP
Mark out a playing area 
of 50x30 yards but you 
should adjust the size 
depending on the number 
of players you use. We’re 
using 12 players including 
keepers. You need balls, 
bibs, cones and goals.

HOW TO PLAY
Start the game as a 6v6 
with normal rules. After 
a few minutes stop the 
game and tell one team 
they are now winning 
1-0. The losing team 
is trailing 1-0 but they 
get a player from the 
winning team. Tell them 
there is 10 minutes left 
of the sudden death cup 
game and give them a 
couple of minutes to sort 
out their own tactics.

TECHNIQUE
A great exercise to see 
how the teams sort 
themselves out. Will 
the winning team try 
and defend with two 
men less or will they try 
and kill the game off 
on the counterattack?

Activity by: David Clarke

Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot
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COACHES CORNER  

By Wayne Harrison: www.soccerawareness.com 

Clinic 13: Objective: Pressurizing game 
working on attacking transitions 

 SOCCER AWARENESS DEVELOPMENT FOR 
COACHES AND PLAYERS 

40 x 40 

1.  Coaching Points 
for Attacking:  
a) Creating Space to 
receive or draw 
opponents away from 
space for team mates                                                                                                                               
b) Quality Passing 
(weight, accuracy, 
timing, short and 
long)                                                                                                           
c) Support Positions 
(angle, distance, 
communication)                                                                             
d) Switching Play 
(moving the ball  

around using the 
overload advantage)                                                                                                           

e) Maintaining possession 

2.  A Transition game creating 6 v 3 situations in both halves, if the 
three defenders win the ball back they work it back to their own half 
of the field. They then move back into their own half and three 
defenders from the other team go in to try to win it back (another 6 v 
3). 

3.  Whilst this is going on the three players left alone have a ball to 
pass to each other to keep them working, passing and moving, until 
their teammates win the ball back, they then pass the ball to the 

http://www.soccerawareness.com
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coach who gives it to the remaining three players from the other 
team.  This is using the Awareness principles at all times focusing 
on what is happening on the ball and what is happening away from 
the ball and so on. 

4.  This also stops the three players left standing still or just 
standing close to the half way line where, if they receive the ball, the 
other team don’t have far to run to win it back. Even without the 
second ball these players should be spread out away from the 
action to give themselves time and space to receive the ball and 
keep it. 

5.  Hence all players are working all of the time. The three players 
must observe what is happening in the other half whilst passing 

their own ball around 
so that when their 
teammates win 
possession and bring 
it back into their own 
half they are ready to 
receive and also they 
recognize the time to 
play their own ball to 
the coach. 

1.  Here the numbers 
team have won the ball 
back and (5) has 
passed it to (2). The 
numbered players now 
retreat back to their 
own area to try to keep 
the ball there; three 
lettered players raid 
the area to try to win it 

back. 

2.  It is always a 6 v 3 though the coach can change it to a 6 v 2 for 
example if the players are having trouble maintaining possession, or 
6 v 4 if they are good at keeping the ball and they need a bigger 
challenge. 
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TRANSITION FROM ONE SIDE TO THE OTHER 
 
1. Now it is a 
switching field’s 
transition game, one 
player stays in the 
other side of the field 
and if that player’s 
team wins 
possession they have 
to pass it long to this 
player, in this case 
player (E) and all the 
players from both 
teams move into that 
side of the field 
except for one letters 
player.  

2.  The numbers team 
in diagram 224 now have control of the ball and need to keep it, the 
letters team have to try to win it back, and they will leave the one 
player in their own half of the field for the long pass and transition if 
and / or when they win it back. 

3. Therefore it is a 6 v 5 in each half of the field in the favor of the 
attacking team in possession of the ball. 

4.  Progression 1: Leave 2 players out either side so it becomes a 6 v 
4 game so it is more difficult to win back the ball, but then make this 
a two touch game. 

5.  Progression 2: Now leave 3 players in the other half of the field 
so it becomes a 6 v 3 game and now make this ONE TOUCH only. 



Thank you for downloading the book and for sharing 
with others.  Be sure to follow all of the 

contributors from this book.

Good luck to all!

- Bobby Puppione
@bobbypup


